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Worricker
Hello, good afternoon.  Today with your help we're examining the claim from various disability groups that they are the hardest hit by government cuts.  A protest march tomorrow will call for the scrapping of plans to cut the Disability Living Allowance, for an improvement in the Fitness for Work assessment and for the protection of services for disabled people.  The claim is based on the effects of the combination of benefit changes and cuts in the budget for local government but does the claim stand up to scrutiny?  Over the next hour we'll hear from the Minister for Disabled People, from one of the organisations involved in tomorrow's protest, from a lawyer working on specific cases where current policy is being tested and from the Institute of Economic Affairs who argue that we mustn't lose sight of the need for a radical reform of the benefit system. 

So what do you think?  If you're disabled are you hardest hit and if so how specifically, tell us about the help you need, the costs you face and where appropriate the work you do or want to do.  Maybe you're disabled and don't think you're hardest hit.  Get in touch too if you work with disabled people, maybe in the care sector or do you think too many people are playing the system and living the high life on disability benefits.  And contact us as well if you take the wider view that everyone is being hit by the need to make cutbacks, that the benefit system has been too generous for too long and that it needs to focus more effectively on those most in need. 

O3700 100 444 is the phone number, a call will cost you the same as dialling an 01 or an 02 number or you can e-mail via bbc.co.uk/radio4/youandyours.  

Now this is not always the most transparent of areas, so apart from listening to more of your calls and comments throughout the programme Kate Williams has been doing some number crunching as well.  Kate.

Williams
Well first there was Incapacity Benefit, then in 2008 new claimants had to apply for something called Employment and Support Allowance and undergo a work capability assessment.  And last month people on Incapacity Benefit started getting letters saying they'll be assessed for the new Employment and Support Allowance.  The medical test has been very controversial - the Labour government carried out an internal review and the coalition government ordered an external independent review carried out by Professor Malcolm Harrington.

Worricker
Now the Department For Work and Pensions says that figures released last month show that almost 1,176,000 employment and support allowance new claims were processed since October 2008, 39% were found fit for work while 36% stopped their claims before completing their medical assessment.

Williams
Professor Harrington's recommendations were widely welcomed by disability organisations and accepted by the government.  They're starting to be included and we're expecting an announcement tomorrow on changes to the way people with fluctuating conditions are assessed.  After that they'll be changes to the way people with mental health problems will be assessed.

Worricker
Now next the Disability Living Allowance is non means tested, it's aimed at covering the increased costs incurred by being disabled.  It will be replaced in a couple of years time by a PIP - that's a Personal Independence Payment - in 2013, 2014.  The government hasn't yet announced whether PIP will take the claimants' financial circumstances into consideration.

Williams
The benefit reforms come at a time when the Local Government Association says local authorities are dealing with an unprecedented squeeze on finances with some having seen their funding from government cut by up to 17%.  This is impacting on the services they offer.

Worricker
A survey by the Association of Directors of Adult Social Services found the number of councils in England cutting back on free adult social care has increased by 13% this year.  It also found that 19 local authorities had raised the eligibility bar for providing care.

Williams
Only 22 local authorities now fund people with moderate needs, such as those too frail or ill to eat a meal or take a bath without assistance.  And the association is warning the scale of the budget cutbacks mean front line social care services will be affected.

Worricker
So those are some of the facts and figures.  Earlier we spoke to You and Yours listener Graham Ellis, who's worried about what lies ahead for him.

Ellis
My name's Graham Ellis I'm a service user and wheelchair user.  My situation is that they've been looking at my budget since last September with a view to cutting it by taking out support that I have at night.  This will mean a cut of about £10,000 a year in my budget.  I'm hearing stories from all over the county, in the main most people have had their services cut because they've been unable to fight the decisions that have come back.

Atkinson
And what about welfare reform, what is the situation with benefits?

Ellis
On a personal level welfare reform I took the decision to go back to work at the end of March basically because of a lot of the reforms that were looming but also I really like to work.  One proposed [indistinct word] the welfare reform is the changes to Disability Living Allowance and the fact that they seem to be saying that if you can use a wheelchair you will be deemed as being mobile and won't be entitled to the mobility component.  Part of the welfare reforms is that the government wants to see disabled people returning to the workplace but how can I work if social services don't provide somebody to get me up in the first instance to go to work?  I think disabled people are being hit the hardest, the increased pressures to get people from Incapacity Benefit on to ESA [indistinct word], Job Seekers Allowance, reforms to Disability Living Allowance, social care cuts, the list goes on - we're being hit from every angle.  I feel like a victim that now - I'm being pushed out of society.

Atkinson
Some people would say it's your personal responsibility to solve these problems and it's not up to local authorities or the government.

Ellis
I disagree in respect that okay I worked a lot of my life, I've paid my contributions, I helped support other people when I was able to and I'm in a position where I need support now so I'm not asking for anything that - well not asking for anything that any other citizen wouldn't expect in their lives.

Worricker
Well that was Graham Ellis.  The Minister for Disabled People is Maria Miller who listened to Graham's story before I spoke to her earlier.  Does she think disabled people are hardest hit?

Miller
The government has an absolute clear commitment to supporting disabled people and providing unconditional support for people who simply are not able to get into work.  And I think what we heard from Graham was some of the concerns that many disabled people will have because there is change in the system at the moment.  But what Graham said, which is very similar to many other disabled people, is that they actually want to be able to get into work, they want the support to do that and the government has clear commitment to provide that support too.  Whether it's through the extra £2 billion in social care that we've given to local authorities to provide the sort of packages that Graham was talking about or schemes like Access to Work which can help people who have disabilities to cover some of those extra costs that they might incur.  These are the sorts of practical ways that we're actually trying to provide that additional support for disabled people, so actually they're not just written off to a lifetime on benefits which happened far too much under the previous government.

Worricker
But he says there's not joined up thinking - he wants to work but he's not got the work to get out of bed in the morning.

Miller
And that is obviously really important that we have a strong package of social care support and work support.

Worricker
How many people do you think at the moment are playing the system?

Miller
I don't think it's about people playing the system, I think it's about a system which is broken and in need of reform.  That's why we're currently putting through parliament a set of radical reforms to our benefits system to make sure that people aren't caught out.

Worricker
But I asked that question because there's a piece in today's Daily Telegraph, for example, reporting on a court case where somebody clearly was defrauding the system and was found to have defrauded the system, you must have a suspicion that that is going on to a certain level, what level do you suspect it is happening?

Miller
I obviously wouldn't want to comment on individual cases reported in the press.  What I'm focused in on is making sure that we have a system that is responsive to the individual, responsive to individual disabled people's needs.  I actually think that the sort of reporting you're talking about undermines the credibility of the benefit system, it's one of the many reasons why I think reform is long overdue, we can't have a system which can be brought into disrepute in the way that you're talking about because actually it undermines its integrity and the support that it offers to disabled people.

Worricker
You've talked about a £2 billion figure for local authorities with particular reference to social care, there is a report out, that you will be aware of no doubt, a DEMOS report funded by Scope, which says that disabled people face a drop in their income of over £9 billion collectively during this parliament and they have case studies to back up that figure.

Miller
What we're doing is focusing in on how we can fix a broken system.  There are many parts of the reforms that we're putting forward at the moment where the details haven't been finalised, so the total package has not yet been put forward...

Worricker
So that £9 billion figure is wrong you're saying?

Miller
Obviously that's for DEMOS to be able to talk about the figures that they've got.  What I'm focused in on is how do we make sure that the support is there for disabled people and I can underline to you again that our clear priority is making sure that we have a system that supports those people who find it most difficult to live independent lives.  And I think what we have seen over the years is a movement away from that focus and in fact, if again we take Disability Living Allowance where there's been a 30% increase in the amount of money going into DLA over the last eight years, an unsustainable increase, and actually diluting the effectiveness of the support we're giving to disabled people.

Worricker
When people march in large numbers the obligation on government is to listen and maybe act, are you going to listen and maybe act?

Miller
I listen continually to disabled people, disabled people's organisations.  We've just had a consultation on the reforms that we're putting forward for DLA, we had five and a half thousand people participate in that, I regularly meet the people who are organising the events that's being held tomorrow where disabled people can express their views and I will continue to listen to that. 

Worricker
But will you act?

Miller
Absolutely, it's in the government's interest to understand how our reforms are going to work and where necessary for us to be able to refine that, we're working on an ongoing basis on all of our reforms for disabled people and disabled people's organisation, it's in our interests all to get it right.

Worricker
Well that was the Minister for Disabled People Maria Miller speaking to me earlier on.  03700 100 444 is the phone number, I'll introduce you to some guests who are going to contribute at regular intervals throughout the programme in a moment.  On the phone though Jean Evely [phon.] in London, Jean good afternoon.

Evely
Hi.

Worricker
What's your position here?

Evely
I'm disabled, my position is very similar to that of Graham.  I have a condition called [indistinct word] Syndrome which is a variable genetic condition and it's degenerative, so year on year my health is actually getting worse.  But I'm variable so I may - I look completely normal, I may be able to get up and walk around and go shopping, meet my friends for a coffee or in the pub etc., one day but then I could spend three months completely bedbound from the next day, which makes being able to find employment incredibly difficult because there is no certainty in my condition, so I cannot give an employer any certainty in the fact that I will be able to actually get into the workplace and actually do the job that I've been employed to do.

Worricker
What's your position over benefits and the care needs you currently have?

Evely
Benefits are my lifeline, without them I would not be able to buy the medical equipment I need, I would not be able to get the medication I need, I would not be able to buy food, pay my rent, my bills etc.  So benefits are my lifeline, they are what is keeping me alive.  

Worricker
And are you seeing changes in those already?

Evely
Not as such at the moment but I know that they're coming in.  For example the Personal Independence Plan that's been mentioned, one of the changes between the Personal Independence Plan and Disability Living allowance is for the mobility component of Disability Living Allowance, if you cannot walk you cannot walk, plain and simple but with the Personal Independence Plan for the mobility component they look at the equipment that you use, so if you use a wheelchair they don't care about the fact that you cannot walk, they care about whether or not you can mobilise and if you can mobilise then you're not entitled to the mobility component.

Worricker
Jean stay there because I know you were expecting to hear Christine Jones as well in Abingdon, I want to bring her point of view in as well.  Christine, what do you want to say on this?

Jones
I completely sympathise but from my experience I do know people with a disability who could work, they're not encouraged to work or to try and find appropriate work, they seem to live a normal life - they're socialising, driving, have their own transport and things - become registered as disabled and are able to claim for a new - completely new vehicle whereas working families would have a vehicle that was similar to the disabled person's existing one and would be grateful for it and the disabled person also manages to go out socialising and to smoke.

Worricker
Which means in your mind the system is at fault?

Jones
I think the system is at fault, we should be encouraging people to go out and work where they can or to find appropriate work, maybe something that they could do at home and be paid piece work or something.  And I think it would also give them some self-esteem.

Worricker
Christine, thank you.  Rose in Portsmouth, do you agree with what you've just heard from Christine?

Rose
Yes broadly.  I've worked with people with disabilities for a lot of my life and I have some comments that I could make with regards to what I see with regards to people with disabilities.

Worricker
Go on.

Rose
Well I have a concern that people with disabilities who for instance still smoke or misuse alcohol, have no incentives, that I'm aware of, to actually change the habits and I think that causes problems in terms of how people in the rest of the community view some of the benefits that are paid.  Now I know that's quite contentious but I mean I think it's an issue that should be up for debate.

Worricker
Well on a phone-in programme we don't mind contentious.  Jean Evely's still on the line in London.  Jean you heard Christine's point, you've heard Rose's point, what do you say?

Evely
I did, I'll take them in order.  Christine's point about the vehicles that disabled people use.  Unlike a regular able-bodied person somebody with a disability cannot buy a second-hand car or cannot just go to their local showroom and take whichever car takes their fancy.  The disability vehicles are not free, we have to pay for them out of the mobility component of our Disability Living Allowance and a lot of them will have adaptations.  So for my own needs, I don't have one at the moment but if I was to get a disability car I would need to have a people carrier, even though I'm - there is only myself and my partner - well relationship...

Worricker
And just - I'm sorry to sort of move on but there are so many who want to have their say.  Rose's second point - the wider point she's making there was if you expect help you've got to, to some extent, when you can, help yourself?

Evely
This is true and it's not something that anybody in the disabled community would argue against but we cannot work if employers are not willing to employ us and employers are not in general willing to employ people with disabilities because of the problems that come with having to employ that person, it costs more to employ someone who is disabled because of the health and safety legislations that are in place because of the actual equipment that the employers need to provide.  They may need to provide a second employee to support the disabled person when they're in work.

Worricker
Okay, I'm going to say thank you Jean to you, very much, thanks to Chris, thanks to Rose.  One more voice on the phones - Kate in Staffordshire - Kate, good afternoon.

Kate
Good afternoon.

Worricker
What did you want to say here?

Kate
Well I just think that if everybody's going to suffer from cuts then we should suffer too.  I can't see why we should be exempt from all hardship just because we're disabled.

Worricker
When you say we, your claiming disability benefits of a sort at the moment are you?

Kate
Yes.  Well I have a longstanding very severe mental illness which affects me not all the time but when it does affect me I'm extremely - extremely ill and have to be sectioned in a psychiatric unit.  And so I haven't been able to work for quite a long time.  But I'm now past the age where I - I'm past 60 now so - but I just feel that I'm very well looked after by the state and if I have to suffer cuts in my income then so be it.

Worricker
Thank you for coming on the phone Kate.  03700 100 444.  Rebecca Rennison is here, co-chair of the Disability Benefits Consortium, which is a national coalition of - I was going to say more than 40 but she's told me a moment ago it's now 50 - different charities and other organisations committed to working towards a fairer benefits system, they're organising or part-organising tomorrow's march.  We'll also hear Mark Littlewood, director general of the Institute of Economic Affairs, which describes itself as the UK's original free market think tank.  Welcome to both of you, thank you for coming in. 

Rebecca, on what basis do you say disabled people are hardest hit?

Rennison
Well thanks for that.  I just wanted to pick up on Kate's point at the end where she was saying that if everyone's experiencing cuts why should disabled people be excluded and there's a reason we've called the hardest hit march.  The reality is disabled people are facing cuts, exactly the same as non-disabled people, they're seeing their local services cut, libraries closed, their VAT's going up, they might be facing job insecurity and then they're facing an extra layer of cuts targeted just at them, so that's a double layer of cuts, it's cut upon cut upon cut.  And the minister talks about reform but for us this is too much - cuts dressed up as reform.  And Jean referred to it as - as benefits as her lifeline and what we're seeing is this lifeline is being cut or is being threatened of being cut.  And people are understandably not just anxious but furious that this has been done to them.

Worricker
What about the point that Rose made that maybe some people might be hardest hit - to use your terminology - but others actually can do more to help themselves?

Rennison
I think there is a debate about the support that's provided by government to help people find work and around discrimination in the workplace and the opportunities people are given to work.  But one thing that really concerned me around Rose's point is that too much - too much of the debate recently seems to want to take us back to a sort of 19th Century concept of the deserving and undeserving poor.  If you're on benefits you can't have a life, this idea that if you're on benefits you live like a saint and you don't have any fun.  If you're a disabled person, if you're receiving support from benefits, you want to go out, see your friends, live your life exactly the same as everyone else.

Worricker
But everybody else is paying for those benefits - the taxpayer is ultimately providing the lifestyle you've just described.

Rennison
The benefits you get - this sort of perception that benefits [indistinct word] somehow this luxurious lifestyle, different benefit support you can get, if you're out of work you'll get a benefit that'll help replace your income and that varies depending on which benefit you're on but that's about £90 a week, that's not a lot of money and you might also be able to get Disability Living Allowance and Disability Living Allowance isn't paid just because you're disabled, Disability Living Allowance is paid because you have extra costs.  So disabled people are more likely to live in poverty because of these extra costs, all sorts of things like they might have extra transport costs, they will need help round the house or they need help preparing dinner.  And that benefit's aiming to help meet those costs.  Now after they've met those costs and after they've met the same outgoings as everyone else it's up to them how they spend their money.

Worricker
Mark Littlewood, the hardest hit claim first of all, do you accept it?

Littlewood
No I don't.  I mean we're going to see I fear a summer of special pleading from lots of groups who are understandably fighting to defend their own financial interests.  I would say the hardest hit group by the savings that the government's making are the three or four hundred thousand public sector workers who are likely to lose their jobs, they will see their income fall from £20, 30, 40, 50,000 to nought, that's the hardest hit group.  I'm willing to revive this issue of the deserving and the undeserving poor because while you can always pull up individual case studies - and I thought Jean's case really interesting one, she clearly has an affliction which makes it extremely difficult for her to work even though on occasions she might look healthy but the global numbers are just jaw dropping and implausible.  Now Incapacity Benefit is effectively being phased out but peaked at about two and a half million people, we're seriously claiming in this country that one in 10 of the workforce are incapable of employment for reason of disability?  That is surely far too high.  What sort of plague has hit the United Kingdom that has gone unreported?  Perhaps 1%, half a per cent, there are no doubt genuinely people in need but this has exploded out of control, the numbers are jaw dropping.

Worricker
But you refer to Jean's case, I mean wasn't that a classic example of how complicated this system has to be to accommodate people like her who for a few months might be able to work and is more than willing to work but then three months later, through no fault of her own, she cannot, now how do you come up with a system that looks after the likes of her?

Littlewood
Localise it.  One of the real problems we've had in welfare across the board, not just in disability terms, is you have this grand centralised policies, thought up in Whitehall, that then have to apply to millions of people across the country.  The closer we put the power to decide who gets what at local level the easier it is to be able to distinguish between those genuinely in need, to be able to identify the help that they genuinely need and the support that they need to properly work.

Worricker
But then if central government gives local government less money where does that leave those who need this local help?

Littlewood
Well local government's got to work out how to prioritise their funds, this isn't some throwback to Dickensian England, the cuts of 17% I think put local government expenditure back to the levels that they had in about 2003 or 2004, there's been an unbelievable upsurge in local government spending in recent years.  So it is up to local government to manage that money better.

Worricker
Rebecca, deal with Mark's point about Incapacity Benefit because I mentioned those figures in the introduction when Kate and I were knocking some figures around - 39% of those who went through the process of Employment and Support Allowance claims were found fit for work, 36% stopped their claims before completing their medical assessment, now what does that tell you about what was possible wrong with the system before?

Rennison
Well actually what it tells me is there's an incredibly badly administered and overly stringent test for Employment and Support Allowance.  And you mentioned the controversy of the test that's being used and if you were just to pick out some of the criteria at random - somebody unable to hold a pen or pencil under that system could be told they're fit for work, go to a Job Centre Plus get a job tomorrow.  And even more worrying changes have come in.  One of the callers has mentioned in changes and attitudes to wheelchair users and the government's just made this test even tougher and it says if you use a wheelchair then you can't qualify for Employment Support Allowance anymore, that's if you can use a manual wheelchair you can't qualify for Employment Support Allowance.

Worricker
Because you're considered mobile....

Rennison
Because you're considered you can mobile.  Now by all means somebody using a manual wheelchair can work and in most cases wants to work but the reality is this is not an ideally accessible UK, not every workplace is accessible, employers discriminate, London's meant to be the most accessible city in this country and you have a look at the tube map and see how many tube stations someone who's in a wheelchair can access.

Worricker
Mark.

Littlewood
Well I mean the problem I've got with this is I would like to see the resources that we spend on care really targeted on the most desperate and deserving cases.  Look I have no doubt if you are wheelchair bound that is limiting, it makes it harder for you to do lots of different jobs, if you've got problems with your legs you know manual work would be considerably more difficult, your options are limited.  The question is whether we really are going to go through the population and find millions and millions of people with particular afflictions and then actually provide support to help with those afflictions. Because this is actually a very - this is a spectrum of grey, there is not a black and white categorisation of whether you are disabled.  And my view would be if your position isn't absolutely chronic and you are suffering from a disability or indeed an illness that might limit your life chances but the starting point should be its your personal responsibility to overcome it.

Worricker
You're both provoking much correspondence and you will both get plenty more opportunities to say more, rest assured.  I'm reading some more e-mails.  Victoria writes:  "This is just a small contribution but do you not think their lives are hard enough, able bodied citizens at least have their health, these people have to contend with everyday life with the added pressure of their conditions.  The benefits should of course reflect the severity of their conditions."  She puts in brackets able to move/work etc. of course.  

"Graham Ellis was right," writes Charles, "when he said that he had paid his taxes and national insurance contributions for years, as did I.  It's very demoralising and depressing to have disabled people's entitlement to disability benefits constantly under scrutiny." 

John writes:  "Of course the disabled are being hit very hard by this government, thanks to the ESA WCA, it's all but impossible for anyone who is incontinent to remain on the benefit, this is bound to force people with this problem into situations that are humiliating and degrading.  Something that we're not even allowed to do to convicted terrorists."  

He writes, Paul writes this:  "Once again the solution to reduction in benefits is to find work.  Where are these jobs to be found?  I'm young, able bodied and prepared to work but there are no available jobs," he says.

Peter in Cheltenham, Peter good afternoon.

Peter
Good afternoon.

Worricker
A word on your assessment I think.

Peter
It's not so much on my assessment.  I'm in receipt of DLA and I've recently had - up until recently I've had carers coming in to look after me because I have been assessed, assessed does actually come into the argument here because I've actually been assessed and I've been seen as a private client as far as the caring agency is concerned.  I've had to pay for my care with my DLA money, regardless of having no financial assessment because the financial assessor has said within my area - but I'm not going to mention my area - the financial assessor has said within my area that I'm not entitled to any help with paying for those bills.  And so because I'm in receipt of DLA I'm paying for my care with DLA in my opinion it turns the DLA into disrepute because the DLA is only awarded to allow me to get out and about and have a social life.

Worricker
So when you hear talk of disabled people being hardest hit just now, where do you stand on that?

Peter
Well basically I would like to say I used to be involved on a parliamentary group within parliament, the Conservative Disability Group, and I spoke at a 1994 conference calling for the Disability Discrimination Act and really some of these MPs after fiddling their expenses should come and try and live on DLA and see how they survive.

Worricker
Peter, thank you very much for making the point.  03700 100 444 is the phone number.  12.32, you're listening to Call You and Yours on BBC Radio 4 with me, Julian Worricker.  Still to come more of your calls on the effects that government cuts are having on disabled people, a march tomorrow claims they are hardest hit, what do you think?  That was the phone number, e-mail via Radio 4's website.  

We're asking are disabled people being the hardest hit by welfare benefits reform and council cuts.  Thousands or people are expected to march on Westminster tomorrow in protest.  With me Rebecca Rennison, co-chair of the Disability Benefits Consortium, a national coalition of 50 odd different charities and other organisations committed to working towards a fairer benefit system.  And Mark Littlewood is director general of the Institute of Economic Affairs.

Rebecca Rennison if you want a fairer system do you accept at the moment that it sometimes is too generous?

Rennison
I think we'd argue it's the other way round, sometimes it doesn't work and there's not enough support.  But if it's okay can I just pick up on one of the points that Mark just made, just previously?  I was concerned about his remark that if you find yourself in need of extra support it's your responsibility to do something about it.  I'd quite like to hear how he feels Peter should be doing something about Peter's situation.  If you find yourself with an impairment you already face so many extra costs and so many extra barriers and what about all those people who have a lifelong impairment - they're born with their impairment - what exactly are people supposed to do about it?

Worricker
Mark Littlewood.

Littlewood
I've got a pretty simple explanation for that which I think would apply to the overwhelming majority of adults in the United Kingdom, certainly if you're earning anything approaching a reasonable salary and that's insure yourself.  I'm lucky, I'm a very high earner by statistical standards but I have taken out medical insurance to cover me for being in a car accident, losing the loss of my legs, getting an illness that might me bedridden for the rest of my life with various pay-outs associated to those terrible afflictions possible occurring to me.  It is a deal which is relatively easy to purchase on the open market, I forego consumption today in order to cover that potential eventuality should touch wood, I'm hoping it doesn't happen to me, should that happen to me tomorrow.

Worricker
And for those who can't afford that then what?

Littlewood
Well at what level are we going to say that people can't have afforded that?  Are we going to say it's really only the super-rich who can afford insurance, only the highly affluent?  I mean I would - most people on an averageish income should be able to cover themselves.  And for those who say well I've paid my taxes and my NICs I've got some bad news for you, I mean it's really bad news to break, but as Liam Byrne, the outgoing chief secretary to the Treasury, said there's no money left.  I'm afraid this wasn't put in a sensible insurance fund it was spent and that is what has left us in the black hole we're in.

Worricker
Rebecca Rennison, it is about personal responsibility, you talk about the benefit system not being generous enough, I'm not clear where all this money is suddenly going to come from?

Rennison
I just want to pick up on that point...

Worricker
Well no, pick up on that one if you would because Mark Littlewood's made a point about an insurance policy as being a possible way forward, you've said the benefit system isn't generous enough, how do your sums add up?

Rennison
Well we're being realistic, what we're doing at the moment is pointing out to the government the impact these cuts will have, so being realistic we're not demanding extra money right now but we're arguing against the cuts that are being made.  And we can sit here and can debate theories about whether or not we should privatise the welfare state but the reality is these cuts, cuts that are affecting people like Peter and Jean, are happening.  And just to give the headline figures of those cuts.  We've got cuts like the replacement of DLA with this new benefit called Personal Independence Payment, that's going to affect nearly two million people, the government wants to save one and a half billion on that a year.  We've got the cut to DLA mobility, this is a particularly nasty cut, people living in residential care get this payment to help them meet extra costs to get out and about, it's going to be renamed soon called PIP mobility but the plans are still the same, the government wants to take that away from people, people will literally be trapped at home.  We've got ESA, again that's being cut, the change in the rules for that, that's a billion a year being taken away.  This isn't extra money, this is money people....

Worricker
But if the money isn't there... if the money isn't there is the point.

Rennison
It's politicians' job to decide how they raise the money and how to spend the money, it's our job to tell them when they're getting it wrong and we're telling them they're getting it very wrong in this case.

Worricker
Which is true Mark isn't it, it is up to politicians to choose where they prioritise and this government, according to Rebecca, is choosing to make cuts that will directly affect disabled people's lives now, it's not about insurance systems that may work 20 years in the future...

Littlewood
I know, look, you're quite right about that, let's be frank about it, if you are going to cut government expenditure by hundreds of billions of pounds people are going to lose money and you could make a decision that disability benefit's going to be doubled but we're going to close down the National Health Service or we're going to shut down schools but clearly we have spent the last 10 years basically spending massively more money than we have been bringing in, the country is £5 trillion in debt.  This government, for all that's said about cuts, will add £500 billion on to the national debt, the national debt will be £500 billion higher at the end of this parliament.  It's all very well for lots of different pressure groups to say that their part of the world shouldn't suffer but somehow or other we've got to balance the books because otherwise it's our kids and grandkids paying for it.

Worricker
Hold on Rebecca I know you want to come back but we've got to go to the phones as well.  Alex in Devon, Alex good afternoon, pick up maybe on the debate you've just heard.

Alex
Yeah I stand to lose 35% of my income, I do have - I'm very fortunate in that I have an ill health pension that I can fall back on but the changes in the test to do with mobility, because I use a manual wheelchair some of the time, mean that I'm not expecting that in two years' time I'll qualify for anything.  So I have a very moderate income, I don't smoke, I don't drink, I don't - I barely go out but I don't see why disabled people, like myself, should be looking at something like a 35% cut in my income - and I'm one of the fortunate ones - when there are people who are on very, very rich incomes who are barely suffering anything.

Worricker
When you talk about being one of the fortunate ones what do you mean?

Alex
Well I have a disability - I have an ill health pension, I retired due to my ill health after an accident, I tried to return to work five times before I took that early retirement.  I've been living in severe pain for the last seven years and I know I'm not able to work.  And if I was able to work I would then be losing my pension which means then not just risking losing it now and being on benefits if I went to work and it all failed, if I had another relapse, which is frequent but then I'd be poor in my old age as well, I'd be looking at losing all but a very tiny amount of my pension.

Worricker
And you just heard Mark Littlewood talk about the wider financial picture that the country faces, put your situation into that context.

Alex
Well I can understand that they have decided that they need to make cuts but it seems to be a political ideology that they should make cuts at such a rapid rate but it also seems to be targeting people who have a disability.  I feel that we are being an easy scapegoat.

Worricker
So when you heard the minister earlier on saying exactly the opposite?

Alex
Well I'm sorry I don't - it doesn't seem to me like they really are listening to people.  It's all very well to say if you can use a wheelchair you can mobilise.  The tests that they're applying don't actually stack up in real world capacity to work, I may on the test appear to be fine but in reality I have to lie down every two hours.  So it's - the tests and the idea to them about what means you're deserving you'd really - really to get any help now you're going to be looking at you cannot feed yourself, you cannot push yourself in a wheelchair, you have to be very, very severely disabled before you're going to get any help.

Worricker
Alex, thank you very much for contacting the programme.  I want to bring Kaliya Franklin who's in Liverpool.  Kaliya, welcome to the programme.

Franklin
Hi, thank you for having me on.

Worricker
I think you're going to take part in what you're calling a virtual march tomorrow, explain that for us.

Franklin
We certainly are.  The hardest hit march is fantastic for those who are able to mobilise and get to London but for the vast majority of disabled people that's practically impossible for us, it may be a barrier due to transport costs or in my personal situation that I don't have a powered wheelchair and you're not able to take mobility scooters on the train.  So if I were to go I'd need to fund the cost of somebody else's train ticket and find someone who was willing to push me around London all day.  And many of us are in that position.

Worricker
What realistically will your virtual march achieve?

Franklin
What will it achieve?  We hope it will continue to highlight awareness that disabled people are being the hardest hit, we know that the overall amount that George Osborne wants to cut from the deficit is £89 billion of which at least £9 million is going to be lost directly from disabled people.  So despite all the assurances that the most vulnerable in society would be protected we're talking about 10% of the overall deficit reduction falling on disabled people.

Worricker
Kaliya, stay there.  Tony in Ramsgate has a point of view, Tony good afternoon.

Tony
Oh good afternoon.  I'd just like to make a point very quickly which is what had in mind.  There was a chap there called Mark, he's on about insurances and everything else for when you get ill.  Well I took an insurance out because I was self-employed but wouldn't cover me eyes because I had glaucoma.  I lost my sight for another reason, no insurance.  He wants to think of things like that, the pre-conditions, although I don't get means tested benefits but I'm okay, I looked after myself.  But why I phoned up really is there is a massive misuse of the system, especially with Disability Living Allowance.  I mean I personally know three people and most people know people who've got this high rate mobility allowance, got mobility cars, in fact I did know one bloke about three years ago because you can have two names on the insurance, yourself obviously and somebody else, he actually hired the thing out.  And a lot of these people who have the mobility cars never even use them.  We've heard of cases recently of these people that are in old people's homes where they get the high rate, their relative has the car.  I know how the Disability Living Allowance works because of massive misuse and I always say that if people are genuinely disabled then give them the money, it's not a problem, and if they need a car - yes if it's got to be adapted, if they have to be adapted to drive it then let them have the car, don't even charge them for the blooming thing but there's so many - I think there's a million Motability cars on the road at the moment and that is a massive misuse...

Worricker
Right, so you're arguing that there are savings that can be made in the system if it's looked at closely enough?

Tony
There are massive savings through misuse.  And don't forget one quite thing - Stephen Hawking works.

Worricker
Rebecca Rennison, abuse of the system how do we tackle that?

Rennison
I mean there is fraud in the system but it's incredibly, incredibly low for all it's talked about.  If there...

Worricker
How do we know it's very low?

Rennison
Well the DWP measures it and it varies across different benefits but for disability benefits on average it's less than 1% and you're right we have to identify those cases and people shouldn't be receiving support they don't need but it's very low, especially for the amount of time it takes up when discussing benefits.  I just wanted to pick up on that point on the residential care and this idea that somehow people living in residential care don't need cars to get out and about and just to give one personal example of someone I know and she's - it's a 70-year-old mother and her son lives in a residential service nearby, up until quite recently she was having to lift him in and out of her car because they didn't have the money for an adapted car, they now have that car, she drives it, it means they can continue to see each other as mother and son.

Worricker
Mark Littlewood, you looked doubtful when we were talking about abuse of the systems and the figures that Rebecca was referring to.

Littlewood
Well I'm not a medic, I don't carry out assessments on disabled people but the numbers are just implausibly high.  The idea that we live in a society in which one in 10 adults of working age are so afflicted that they are incapable of entering the workforce is preposterous.  It makes us one of the sickliest societies in the history of humanity and I don't believe these numbers.

Worricker
Well let me read this to you because it is a medical perspective from the Scope patron, Professor Sir David Hall, who's pledged his support for the campaign tomorrow.  He says:  "As a paediatrician I've been involved with disabled people for over 30 years, I've seen babies with disabilities like cerebral palsy grow up into disabled adults, I know from personal experience how tough their lives and the lives of their parents can be, no amount of money can make up for being disabled he says, but a civilised society should be doing all it can to enhance their quality of life.  I'm shocked and saddened that instead our government is reducing their benefits and adding to their burdens."  Now this isn't a campaigner, this is a paediatrician with years of expertise.

Littlewood
And I can understand that.  One of the genuine problems of expressing my argument is my god it sounds hard hearted, it sounds really callous and of course people with disabilities, you know these are people I feel genuinely sorry for, people with these afflictions, it's awful, it's terrible but do you really think that there are millions of people in this country who should be receiving this colossal sum of money - I think it has got out of hand?

Worricker
Let me bring in Jonathan in Lincolnshire in because he's got I think a bone to pick with you Mark.  Jonathan, good afternoon.

Jonathan
Yes good afternoon.

Worricker
You're through to Mark Littlewood.

Jonathan
Ah Mr Littlewood...

Littlewood
Good afternoon.

Jonathan
You mentioned earlier on that you thought the hardest hit group of people in the country that would be hit by the cuts would be the public sector workers losing their jobs and their £50,000 a year lifestyles.  Oh my god I wish as a disabled person I had £50,000 a year.  The second point I'd like to challenge you on is that how do you think ex-service people who've paid their tax and insurance, fought for their country, severely disabled over the years, paid their tax and insurance to the government as a form of insurance suddenly find that that insurance is no longer valid, they're not going to be paid out on it?  If you have your private insurances, your health insurances and all of that, if your company suddenly went bust and you was to lose your legs in an accident how would you feel?  How would you feel when somebody turned round and said you've now got to have no money, you've got to now struggle to find a job...I live in Lincolnshire...

Worricker
Jonathan hold on because - hold on a minute Jonathan because you've asked Mark a question it's only fair to give him a chance to answer.

Littlewood
I can answer - I can answer both these points.  Look I'm in favour of public sector workers losing their jobs but in terms of actually measuring empirically who's the hardest hit if you are presently a public sector worker and you lose your job and let's assume your salary was £50,000 and you go from £50,000 to nought that is a bigger hit than is being suffered by people on disability benefit - that's just a matter of mathematics, it's all a matter of politics.  In terms of...

Jonathan
... the same to bankers then, who are on £2 million a year and suddenly lose their jobs, are they not going to be the hardest hit because...

Littlewood
Well they're not being - I don't think bankers are being, bankers aren't being hit by the spending cuts...

Jonathan
They should be.

Littlewood
Well they're not in receipt of public spending...

Jonathan
... at various banks and they lost the money in the first place which caused the cuts, people...

Littlewood
Well that's not what caused the cuts, it's been chronic overspending for years that caused the cuts.

Jonathan
Including the Tory government....

Littlewood
Oh I agree, I agree, right across the board, government has spent too much money.... in terms of the ex-service people...

Worricker
Hold on Jonathan - hold on Jonathan, you made a point about ex-service people, let Mark deal with that and then I'll move on.

Littlewood
And in terms of ex-service people I actually was sent a whole string of examples earlier today of ex-service people who've suffered the most terrible injuries and who have re-entered the workforce, found gainful employment.  But the problem is this - the state has been a disastrous insurer of people, your national insurance stamp has not been tucked away and invested in a sensible fund for a rainy day, it has been spent and some - there is no money left.  Now the previous government to the country owe...

Jonathan
... 15 years of Tory governments...

Littlewood
But there's been 17 - there's been a year or so of Conservative led government, there were - how many years was it of Labour government...

Worricker
Fourteen, no 13.

Littlewood
All of the governments really since 1945 onwards I'm afraid to tell you has spent more than they've brought in and they have not invested your national insurance stamp in anything like an acceptable fashion.  It was a private company doing that the directors would probably end up in prison.

Worricker
Jonathan, I'm going to say thank you and move it on.  Joyce in Edinburgh, good afternoon Joyce.

Joyce
Hello there.  Basically the point I want to bring over is that there should be no conflict of interests when doing assessments.  Assessments in no way should be working under the remit of saving money.  We've got a situation in Edinburgh whereby carers are reporting that when they've looked at a lady of 80 years her shower time on re-assessment has been cut down from one hour to half an hour.  A man with cancer to have his bowels attended to is being cut to half an hour from three quarters, such that they've been instructed to cover him up and leave him for 12 hours until they come back in the evening to finish off the job. 

Worricker
So the assessment should be purely on need?

Joyce
They should be purely on what a person's able to do, not able to do and what their needs are.  And colleagues at DWP are saying that the assessors are being told their remit is to remove benefits and that cannot be lawful.

Worricker
Rebecca Rennison I'm assuming you would agree with that?

Joyce
Yeah and there's been far too little discussion of need in this discussion around cuts.  And Mark mentioned earlier services that aren't being cut, he mentioned the NHS, the NHS which has been deemed too important to be cut and it's extremely saddening that we can't view support for disabled people in the same light.  If people need support, if they need those benefits then we should be paying them and yes I appreciate it's a job for the government to look at the balance books and work out how we do that but this should be based on need, not on targets.  And just to follow up again, it seems each time we raise numbers Mark disputes them and he actually did pass the remark to qualify his last comment that he's not a medic, well luckily we do have national statisticians that do collect these statistics and we do have 10 million disabled people living here in the UK.  And we ought to live in a society where we actually have the support and the benefits and the care system in place that supports people.

Worricker
Just on assessments, I'm reading this:  "I work for a major local authority, our social services customers are receiving up to 20% cuts in their budget at review, as the assessments criteria and allocation of cash have been reviewed.  In our office 10 out of 55 staff are going by voluntary early retirement of severance through the cuts, the team of people who do individual budgets is cut from 12 to seven, we're told there'll be further cuts and staffing reductions."  Mark, I mean that's the picture on the ground, as far as that e-mail is concerned.

Littlewood
No that's right but look I can understand these people who say all the assessments need to be made on need but we are in danger of living in a fantasy world, as the great philosopher Bastiat said, in which we perpetuate the myth that everybody can live at everybody else's expense.

Worricker
But how do you judge a civilised society, said our Scope patron, he says:  "A civilised society should be doing all it can to enhance their quality of life."  It's not just about money, it's about morality as well isn't it?

Littlewood
I agree, I agree with that but actually I would say - I would judge a civilised society by a lot of this care and support being done in a voluntary charitable way, not through the enforcement of taxation by the state.

Worricker
Back to the phone-in room, Kate Williams more of your comments.

Williams
Yes very busy in the phone-in room today.  Lots of calls coming in from people affected by benefit changes or local authority cuts.  Some people have actually been ringing us in tears.  First of all an anonymous e-mail:  "Mark Littlewood's comments re health insurance make me absolutely fuming, I became ill, disabled, at the age of 14, how on earth was I supposed to have insured myself."  

Rose Bush says:  "I'm registered blind and due to the cuts I've already had my support worker withdrawn from me, now they're pressurising me with plans to take my talking book machine away, it costs the council only £65 a year."  

Liz Regan talks about the local authority cuts which are being aimed at disabled people:  "The majority of cuts under social care heading at my local council were aimed at people with mental health problems and it's going to be removed from the list of qualified criteria.  My local authority's also putting up the fees for disabled people using the local authority gyms. The government increased the budget for disabled facilities grants, grants to pay for adaptations to disabled person's home but then removed the ring fence from that pot of money meaning local authorities can spend it however they like."  

And Rona Grey says:  "It always feels like a competition for who is most needy and thus hit hardest by cuts.  Everyone is I guess, I work with young people leaving care, we've already lost staff and had to review who we work with.  At the moment we're hoping for some extra funding through the Lottery but I'm not holding my breath."

Worricker
Kate, thank you very much.  We've only got a couple of minutes or so of the programme left.  I want to bring Polly Sweeny in, a lawyer working, I think, Polly in this area specifically.

Sweeny
Yes thank you very much and I'm a specialist at the public law department at Irwin Mitchell.  Our firm's been working on a number of these cases nationwide...

Worricker
When you say these cases what are we talking about here?

Sweeny
Involving legal challenges against councils' decisions to cut services to disabled people across the country.  For instance the judicial review against Birmingham City Council's changes to eligibility thresholds so that only critical needs of the individuals will be met.

Worricker
And what are you seeing in terms of the numbers of these cases at the moment?

Sweeny
We're certainly seeing a rise in the number of these cases being brought nationwide both on challenges to the policy decisions and also individual challenges in relation to reducing individual care packages.  And we certainly feel that it's demonstrating the concern and the level of disquiet across the country that many decisions are being taken by councils without having proper consideration of what the law requires.

Worricker
It does - I mean I don't doubt your claim that it demonstrates concern, it doesn't necessarily mean there's anything wrong with the policy though does it?

Sweeny
I mean at this stage it's clear from the decisions that we've had certainly in the Birmingham case that councils do now have to accept that budget setting's not just a political decision and that they do have to take into account their public sector quality duties and in some cases they haven't done so.

Worricker
Polly, thank you.  In the last minute and a half Rebecca Rennison what tomorrow's march - what will it realistically achieve?

Rennison
What it's about is disabled people telling the government about what they think about these cuts and the vast majority of callers coming in today have shared their view that these cuts are hitting hard and they're affecting disabled people's independence.  And it's not exaggerating to say these are going to leave people without the means to leave the house, it's going to leave people having to miss meals because they don't have enough money.  And to people listening and those that are interested in hardest hit march please come join us tomorrow, you can find all the details www.hardesthit.org.uk., come join us and show the government what you think about these cuts.

Worricker
Mark Littlewood, in 30 seconds .... debate?

Littlewood
I'm afraid that we're just going to see lots of groups fighting for their self-interest, it's perfectly acceptable for them to do that.  I will believe that these campaigners are truly altruistic when we see students demanding their fees go up so more money can go to disabled people or disabled people demanding their benefits go down further so more money can go to students.  Until then it's special pleading from self-interest groups.

Worricker
On that note thank you both very much, thank you to Rebecca Rennison, thank you to Mark Littlewood.  Thank you to all of you who got in touch, I know a lot of you did either by e-mail or by telephone and if you tried to get on the air and didn't make it then my apologies but as you may have gathered it was quite a busy programme.  Don't forget to join You and Yours again tomorrow.





